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ABSTRACT
Decentralized Version Control Systems (dvcs) enable teams to structure their development independently, allowing parallel work. Online hosting services for dvcs have become a viable option for teams to structure their workflow around, and GitHub is currently the most widely used such service, hosting over 10 million repositories for open source and proprietary software projects. What are the mechanisms through which the use of dvcs-based workflows supports a team’s collaboration? In our study we decompose collaboration into its elements of coordination, communication, awareness, task division, and conflict resolution. We provide qualitative evidence of teams using GitHub benefitting in terms of collaboration, and explain the benefit by seeing each collaboration element is supported. We discover that using dvcs goes hand-in-hand with a code-centric collaboration perspective inspired by self-organization and mediating communication and coordination needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The choice of development practices has implications for the collaboration process of a team, and even though certain decisions are technical in nature, they have organizational impact. For example, Version Control Systems (vcs) target the management of the codebase, but go hand-in-hand with the team’s collaboration process by highlighting how contributions from team members are handled. vcs provide a basis for the rules and steps team members are to follow when managing, reviewing and integrating changes to project artifacts. The resulting workflow outlines how team work is organized [23] and pinpoints when and what interactions are needed between team members, framing collaboration.

Decentralized Version Control Systems (dvcs) enable development in a more independent manner. Team members have their own clones of a project and use branches to work on tasks in parallel to other members, minimizing the touch points between them. By moving to a peer-to-peer configuration, dvcs provide an alternative code management model, resulting in their own workflows [7], but the mechanisms through which collaboration is influenced are not studied. Our goal is to understand what a software team’s choice to use dvcs translates into for its collaboration.

Currently, Git is the most recognizable dvcs and has gained momentum by providing workflows that make it easy for developers to work in isolation, as well as collaborate by integrating their work with their peers’ when ready. Developers without write-access to the original repository signal they have changes in their clone through a pull request and, after inspection, those can be integrated by a project maintainer. Also, light branching and merging enables developers with write-access to still separate their activities by purpose, in a dedicated workspace, and merge frequently.

GitHub is a web-based code hosting service for projects using Git, building on its functionality. It provides code-hosting in public or private repositories, and technical and social features to support collaborative development. Studies on GitHub have focused on how its features are used to assess developer and project properties [13, 21, 33], or how they influence development practices [17, 24]. While development benefits are clear, the more subtle implications for collaboration have not been explicitly studied.

Our qualitative study aims to describe and understand collaboration in teams following dvcs-driven workflows, using GitHub as a proxy. We decompose collaboration into elements, tracking where problems usually appear, as per the literature. We observe a code-centric collaboration view in the teams we studied, and the mediation of collaboration problems. Abstracting from our findings, we explain how dvcs workflows minimize collaboration challenges overall by

---

1https://github.com/blog/1724-10-million-repositories
specifically targeting each collaboration element. Our findings include data coming from software organizations, with activity not limited to public repositories.

2. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Collaboration of software teams is made up of members’ interdependent actions, coordinated towards a common goal [34]. We follow Malone & Crowston’s [20] view of coordination as the direct or indirect actions needed to manage those interdependencies. We synthesize a team’s collaboration process by observing how it handles coordination through task division, awareness, communication, and conflict resolution. We refer to these as the collaboration elements.

Coordination and communication involve known challenges that result in failures and longer resolution times [4, 6, 5, 19]. Maintaining awareness of interdependencies is also challenging; tools can provide alerts of potential coordination needs and recommend communication between interdependent developers [27, 29], but it is not without overhead [3]. Conflicts occur even in the presence of awareness tools and teams spend effort to resolve them. Finally, although modularization of tasks is an accepted way to minimize interdependencies [35], it is impossible to remove them altogether.

oss teams seem to be more resilient to the strains of distributed work because they are by default structured on the premise that distribution is their only feasible way of interaction [10]. Coordination mechanisms based on self-governance [11], a set of simple communication tools [18], and a task-based meritocratic culture [36] are enablers for effective production of quality software even on a large scale. Research has looked for ways to transfer some of the benefits from the oss to the commercial development environment by proposing frameworks that build on the structure, processes and culture of oss teams [30, 26].

There has been a growing number of studies focused on the use of GitHub and its implications for developers. The addition of social features to GitHub’s code hosting services has been the focus of qualitative studies, investigating how these features are used to assess activity and potential in projects [13, 14, 21, 33, 22]. Quantitative studies have looked into the structure of the GitHub user environment [32, 31] and the implications of adopting dvcs models for the development process.

GitHub (building on dvcs) is enabling a different development process, managing code contributions through a pull-based model [17], with identified benefits in terms of process automation, and separating the building of artifacts from the integration to the codebase. The resulting workflow is a process where team members are isolated during the coding activities and interact on context-specific occasions during integration. We anticipate that this has implications for the collaboration elements, e.g. the amount of coordination and communication needed to take place in the team.

We, therefore, aim to answer the research question

| How do dvcs-based workflows support collaboration? |

by looking at how each collaboration element functions under these workflows and whether the known collaboration challenges persist. Making the use of GitHub our proxy also allows us to learn more about how teams use its features to shape or support their collaboration process.

3. STUDY DESIGN

As the issue of how the collaboration process functions in teams using dvcs and its resulting workflows has been largely unexplored, we chose to conduct an exploratory, qualitative study. Team collaboration is complex to capture and greater than the sum of tools and steps, so wealth of information is critical. We designed our study to start with a survey with open-ended questions to shape our initial observations, followed by interviews with 35 survey participants for in-depth investigation of their collaboration practices. Throughout our study, we iteratively analyzed the data we collected in a process based on Grounded Theory [9].

We based our initial curiosity on previous work, which had shown that decentralized version control models can change development processes [1] and that interfaces on top of dvcs, such as GitHub, can influence developer behavior [24]. As Git is currently the most popular dvcs and GitHub is the largest service hosting Git projects, we chose to use GitHub as our proxy. Through GitHub’s public API, we acquired a list of recently active users in May 2013.

3.1 Survey procedure

Based on our interest in how collaboration happens in projects that have adopted dvcs, we created a survey with open-ended questions. The goal of the survey was to act as a recruitment tool for interviews, getting us in touch and giving us an initial feel of our audience. We, therefore, kept the survey short and the questions straightforward to keep our respondents interested in proceeding with an interview. Their answers could also be used as “subject hooks” in case we had difficulties getting interviewees to provide detailed input. We asked participants about why they adopted GitHub, whether they use it to collaborate, how it helps them collaborate, how they use GitHub to track activity of others, and how GitHub has affected their development process.

At the end of the survey, we asked participants whether they would volunteer for an interview with us.

After piloting the survey with members of our research group, we invited 100 GitHub users to answer the survey as an external pilot. This led to 19 responses (19% response rate) and four pilot interviews. We adjusted our survey after the pilot by adding a question about dependencies between team members to gauge team coordination practices. We sent our revised survey to 1000 GitHub users. For this main survey, we received 240 responses (24% response rate).

3.2 Interview procedure

We created an interview script to conduct semi-structured interviews, allowing us to pursue additional insights. Through the responses to the external pilot and the pilot interviews, we were made aware of the fact that some participants used GitHub for their job, while others used the tools for personal, oss projects only. We used the opportunity to get insight from those using GitHub primarily for job-related development on how GitHub is used in a commercial setting, through activity in private repositories. Based on what we learned from the pilot, we therefore adjusted our interview script to account for the distinction between job-related and personal-interest projects. From those participants who volunteered for interviews, we decided to talk to 35 of them.

All interviews were recorded and then transcribed to facilitate iterative analysis. On average, an interview lasted one hour. The interview questions were formulated around our
The first part of the interview started with general questions about what the interviewee used GitHub mostly for, in what setting (job-related or not), and what type of repositories. We then asked about descriptive information as applicable: job situation and responsibilities, company size, team size and geographical distribution. Finally, we asked interviewees to describe their typical workflow including interactions with their team and provide an example, the tools and technologies they use daily as part of their collaboration, and any challenges they face.

Next, we asked questions relating to how the team handles each of the collaboration elements. Our goal was to gather as much information as possible about how each team collaborates, and therefore specifically focused on GitHub only at the end of this part of the interview. At that point we asked interviewees to reflect on what is GitHub’s role in their collaboration, how it supports it for them, and what benefits or challenges they have noticed. We have included the questions used for this part of the interview in Table 1 below. The complete set of questions can be found [here].

We followed a systematic approach to organize the unstructured data from the interviews, based on the principles of Grounded Theory for processing qualitative data [9]. We loosely grouped our data around the collaboration elements and we started our analysis with open coding, in which we assigned hierarchical codes to interesting parts of the interviews. The code system developed in an iterative process, in which we coded, discussed codes, combined and split codes, and wrote memos about more abstract phenomena as they emerged from the data. We then used axial coding to iterate over the data we had collected, which allowed us to build an answer to our research question.

### 3.3 Participants

Our survey had 240 respondents with a 24% response rate. 148 respondents (62%) said they use GitHub primarily for collaboration, and 90 (38%) said they use it primarily for solo projects. We coded the answers to the survey question about reasons for adopting GitHub, leading to the categories in Table 2. The interview results are presented in Section 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Count (Percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To contribute to OSS or share code</td>
<td>67 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because they used git already</td>
<td>52 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To collaborate with others</td>
<td>35 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just as storage space</td>
<td>26 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because of GitHub’s popularity</td>
<td>24 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because of GitHub’s interface / ease of use</td>
<td>24 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The adoption of GitHub was decided at work</td>
<td>8 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reasons</td>
<td>4 (2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Respondents’ reasons for using GitHub

Most interviewees use GitHub primarily for team projects related to their job (about 68%), some use it mainly for maintaining their own or contributing to others’ OSS projects (about 18%), and only few use it exclusively for hosting personal projects. 28 interviewees (82%) explicitly said they use GitHub to collaborate with others. Of these interviewees, 25 (71%) were professional developers, 4 (11%) were developers and/or managers, 3 (9%) were students, and 3 (9%) were developers in internships. Overall, even though we targeted users of an OSS-centric website, the majority of our interviewees were professional developers and focused on how they use GitHub to collaborate as part of their job. This also allowed us to inquire in depth about the work processes used in private, commercial projects using GitHub’s infrastructure—a valuable detail normally hidden from public view.

The interviewees are part of small development teams, mostly 4-8 developers. Even in the cases that developers are working for large organizations running multiple projects with development teams having more than 15 members, they reported that a standard practice is to form sub-teams with a maximum of 4-5 developers working on any given project. All interviewees are active with OSS projects, either by maintaining their own public repositories, or by contributing code to others’ repositories.

In the remainder of the paper we present our findings (Section 4), abstract from them (Section 5.1), provide an answer to our research question (Section 5.2), and discuss its origin (Section 5.3) and implications (Section 5.4).

### 4. RESULTS

In this section we report the evidence that emerged through analyzing the interviewees’ responses, as triggered by their quotations. The input we gathered focuses around four areas: the interviewees’ perspective on collaboration, which provides the frame of interpretation for their answers, the adoption of GitHub’s pull request functionality to organize their work, the relaxed communication and coordination requirements of teamwork as a benefit of using GitHub to collaborate, and the challenges interviewees have encountered when using GitHub.

#### 4.1 Working together through independent work

We found that the interviewees hold a code-centric view of development work and the collaboration that goes into it; their view is focused on and bounded by the code artifacts.

Although there were cases where the interviewees also had managerial roles that included talking to clients, making decisions on the project’s direction, or picking new features for implementation, the vast majority of the participants were only involved in the programming activities. Their perspective and experience is, therefore, focused on the implementation activities that start after planning and high-level task division is concluded, and end with deployment to production. The most common starting point of their workflow was a list of features entered in one form of a ticketing system or another, and its subsequent breakdown to issues entered in GitHub’s issue tracker.

Interviewees view development as a problem-solving activity fulfilling a specific task, and do not focus on the business logic behind it or the value that it will offer the client. Development activities that fall within this area were attributed to management, analysts, or even designers, and were not recognized as the concern of programmers or addressed through using GitHub. In alignment with this code-centric perspective, the interviewees’ view of collaboration is that of a setup that allows to easily share and integrate code coming from separate sources when needed, but otherwise allowing for independent coding with the minimum possible requirement for coordination either between programmers, or between programmers and management.
Table 1: Interview questions corresponding to collaboration elements and how GitHub supports them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coordination</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>What does coordination mean to you? How would you define it?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Can you give an example of coordination in your team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination Needs</td>
<td>Coordination Needs</td>
<td>What are the occasions that you find it essential to coordinate with your team?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues/Solutions</td>
<td>Issues/Solutions</td>
<td>Can you remember an issue with coordination? How did you resolve it? Do you have any conventions on coordination you follow in your team?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task division</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>How do you decide how to split the work between team members?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>keep track of activity in your project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People/Artifacts</td>
<td>Do you prefer to track the activity of people or artifacts? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintaining Awareness</td>
<td>How do you stay aware of actions or changes in the artifacts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges/Problems</td>
<td>Does it get too much? Is something missing?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Communication needs</th>
<th>What are the occasions that you find it essential to communicate with your team?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenges/Problems</td>
<td>Does it get too much? Is something missing?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict resolution</th>
<th>Conflicts</th>
<th>Do you come across conflicts? How do you resolve them?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GitHub's support</td>
<td>Role</td>
<td>How does GitHub fit in with all those collaboration pieces?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>How has GitHub helped your team collaborate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User evolution</td>
<td>Has your use of GitHub changed over time? How?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problems</td>
<td>Is there something missing? Does GitHub hinder anything?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Pull requests to commit, merges to coordinate

We found that pull requests not only provide a development model, but also highlight times when coordination is needed. Git, combined with a branching strategy and workflow to manage contributions, allows interviewees a high degree of independent and parallel coding, and GitHub helps them organize their work, on the individual and team level.

Pull requests were the feature mentioned most frequently by the interviewees, used for two purposes: as a screening tool and access model when there are contributions from less experienced or unknown developers, and as an alternative commit model to encourage code reviews earlier rather than debugging later. Almost all the interviewees that use GitHub as part of their job, reported that their company uses a combination of private and public repositories. Private repositories are used for hosting the code that is part of the project’s commercial advantage, while parts of code are published as libraries or gems and openly available to any developer interested in using or extending them. Almost all interviewees that use GitHub to contribute to OSS projects reported that contributions are almost exclusively handled through pull requests.

"Shared repository is great if you have really high confidence in the people who have access to it, or people that you now have trust with. I would prefer to have a sort of probationary period with pull requests." [P5]

Interviewees handling access rights for the development team talked about access to the main repository as an issue of trust in a contributor’s programming skills. In most cases the primary repository is the place from where code is pushed to production and some form of gatekeeping is required, which is what repository forks and pull requests support. Team members maintain their own fork of the main repository, work on changes there, and then submit a pull request when ready. This allows for less experienced developers’ code to be filtered before added to the production branch, either through testing or based on GitHub’s signal for whether the code is going to be a clean merge or not. The same principle applies to incoming contributions from volunteers who are unknown to the team and want to contribute to its public repositories.

"When I first started we all pushed to one branch, but the problem is you push and nobody knows what changes are going through and there is no chance for a review. Our current system is that you don’t make any changes without submitting a pull request[...]and then one or more members will review it and you need one thumbs up from another team member to merge it, otherwise it can’t go in." [P13]

Even in the cases when all team members’ code is trustworthy, interviewees said that they are in favour of adopting the pull requests as their commit model. Issuing a pull request signals the time for code review right when the code is ready and combined with unit testing and continuous integration allows work to be performed faster and automatically. Interviewees recognized incorporating the process of doing code reviews upon receiving a pull request as a best practice, one they are in the process of discussing with their team or already adopted because they started using GitHub.

"If things continue on in a feature branch and diverge rather than merge back to that known good GitHub point, the consequence is that it gets harder to coordinate when it’s time to merge." [P25]

Doing code reviews upon receiving a pull request was reported as a best practice by interviewees. Merges are the coordination points that call for developers’ attention, and adopting a practice of code reviews and frequent commits, is seen by the interviewees as minimizing the coordination effort, since doing code reviews on smaller pieces of code is reported as easier than debugging bigger code chunks later.
Also, in the occasion of merge conflicts, reverting to an older, stable version results in the least possible wasted/lost effort, because of the short time window between releases.

### 4.3 Minimized communication and coordination needs

We found that interviewees utilize the visibility GitHub offers as well as pull requests to minimize and target their communication and coordination actions. Recognized needs were questions and problems during code reviews and merges.

The interviewees agree that awareness of the progress and status of the project is important, along with possible blockages coming from the work of other team members or subteams. However, they are skeptical about the added overhead of communication and coordination to fulfill this awareness need.

> "Everybody has the opportunity and is directly made aware through notifications of all changes to the codebase. We never had a situation where someone went “wow, where did this new stuff come from?” or “wow, who broke my code?” because everybody is coordinated because of these tools." [P16]

The status of the project is visible through GitHub’s issue tracker, or any similar tool that integrates with GitHub, as well as the commit list, and developers can stay updated through notification emails. Interviewees are conscious about information overload due to a high volume of notifications coming from large, active projects, although the small team size helps to keep the volume manageable. As far as blockers are concerned, communication tools like IM clients or chat rooms serve the purpose of ongoing communication, used as needed. These tools are unobtrusive and provide an added means of keeping up-to-date as they provide notifications that relate to issues or commits as incoming messages without interrupting a programmer’s work. Interviewees commented on the conscious effort required to update the status of issues so that it is current and visible to everyone, but viewed this as a more desirable process rather than having additional communication targeted towards awareness.

> "As far as collaboration and communication, on GitHub most of the communication and collaboration has to do with one of two things: either concerns, or the aftereffects of a change." [P6]

The major recognized needs for communication are questions that developers have for other team members when encountering problems (tackled sufficiently through chat, email, or direct communication when applicable), and discussions around a specific coding item. The latter communication need is successfully handled through comments on GitHub, on either issues, commits, or pull requests. This code-centric communication is seen as an enabler for faster and better development by the interviewees, and they consider it as an integral part of their work and learning process, and not added overhead.

Another practice that moderates the amount of communication and coordination needed is following a practice of self-assignment regarding dividing tasks between team members. Interviewees collectively agreed that when development activities are handled between the programmers, there is less friction when working and collaborating. The development team members know their knowledge level and expertise, and if they can use that criterion when defining and selecting tasks to work on, the team is collectively working with the optimum task division. The cases when the development team’s activities intersect with project management or other teams or departments create communication and coordination challenges, as discussed later on.

It should be noted that the interviewees commented on self-organization as a successful practice to be adopted from the OSS world. They recognized two thorny organizational issues for self-management to work effectively, however. One is that management has to trust developers with having control over what they work on, which is something that is met with reluctance. Secondly, the right recruitment is essential, where the weight is on getting self-motivated individuals that function within a group by sharing the same goal.

All interviewees consider coordination essential to smooth collaborative development. Their major concern with inadequate coordination is that it can lead to duplicated work due to lack of awareness of others’ activity, while too much coordination is seen as overhead. The actions discussed earlier for maintaining a highly visible status of the project mitigate the danger of an awareness gap at the stage when development is happening independently. At the same time, a branching strategy and commit model incorporated in the team’s workflow dictates the steps of the process they need to follow and limits coordination needs to those points. Pull requests signal merging points and coordination needs for actions on doing code reviews, testing and merging the code back to the master branch using specific tools and process, once developers are alerted.

Interviewees overall reported very smooth joint action. Code conflicts are rare when it comes to merges, mostly because the process of code review and GitHub’s functionality allows for conflicts or errors to be spotted easily and early. Conflicts between team members only rarely occur and they are related to code style disagreements or suggestions for alternative solutions to the programming problem at hand. On the occasions that there were serious conflicts that resulted in difficulties for the project, or delays, those were of a higher-level, organizational nature (e.g. the direction of an OSS project) or disagreements with members of management lacking technical knowledge (e.g. management insisting on the use of specific tools or having unrealistic expectations).

### 4.4 Challenges with non-technical members

We found that interviewees didn’t report challenges in using or adopting GitHub within the development team. Their reported challenges involved interaction with non-technical members that operated outside GitHub.

> "The CMO, the other officers in the business, pretty much anyone who’s not technical, they would use Asana for logging feature requests. That’s a thing about GitHub, it could be hard to find things, and I would never ask a non-technical person to use GitHub. Never." [P5]

> "We have 2-3 biologists, they are used to things like Dropbox and sharing files through e-mail. It would be great if they created a ticket on GitHub and I wouldn’t have extra communication through
e-mail with them. On the other hand I can appreciate that the GitHub interface for biologists, for outside people, non-developers, isn’t optimal.” [P9]

One of the challenges that the interviewees reported about using GitHub was occasions when they have non-technical members on their team that they have to interact and work with. Team members that are not programmers are reluctant to use GitHub as they find it complicated, a fact that is acknowledged by developers. However, the problem remains as it adds to the set of tools that programmers need to use and the sources of information they need to keep track of so that there is no loss of awareness or a request is not overlooked. While there is no coping strategy reported to deal with this issue, the measure that is taken is the use of a separate issue tracker or chat room dedicated to non-technical users, where they can report bugs or post feature requests.

“I associate coordination with hassle and work that has to be done, because that’s what I remember, the frustrating part about coordination. How do big open source projects just manage themselves somehow? It’s not that simple, I know, because there are developers even there who make the primary decisions, but because the developers are speaking the same language it is easier.” [P19]

Another challenge area for programmers is the intersection between their activities and project management, which most of the times creates additional coordination and communication requirements to fulfill the management’s needs for monitoring the project’s progress. This is a less severe problem when at least one member of the management team is also a programmer, but that is reported as the exception rather than the rule. In most cases, the lack of technical background of managers puts strain on the communication with developers in an attempt to get insight on the rationale behind technical decisions. The management’s non-technical expertise occasionally also results in having unrealistic expectations of developers, a fact that manifests as tension during communication.

4.5 Summary

Overall, the interviewees’ view of collaboration departs from the more traditional view that requires or assumes that team members are working jointly on something [15]. The programmers’ view of collaboration is consisting of tasks that are performed independently until there is need for them to intersect or merge, restricting the need for coordination and communication only to those occasions. This independent action is supported by DVCS and workflows that follow a clear process of committing, reviewing, testing, and deploying code. Additionally the coordination and communication requirements of merge points can be fulfilled easily by the use of simple tools. GitHub serves exactly this programmer perspective by providing the combination of features needed so that, by their account, developers can fulfill all the tasks without creating organizational overhead. Most interviewees reported that they have or are willing to change their collaboration practices to better utilize GitHub’s functionality and feature set. Most of them reported that their team arrived at their current collaboration process through trial and error (or that they are still experimenting) but those that are following the workflows and branching strategies enabled by Git and GitHub are experiencing faster and smoother collaboration.

In Table 3 we summarize the practices that our interviewees put forward as helping their smooth collaboration process as they have been enabled by the corresponding GitHub feature. We discuss further on how each collaboration element is supported by each practice, answering our research question, in Section 5.2.

5. DISCUSSION

In this section we add context to our findings by characterizing and analyzing them. Firstly, we have extracted three major themes, common across our interviewees, representing the principles behind their code-centric perspective: Focus, independence, and exposure. Secondly, we synthesize the findings and themes to answer our research question. Thirdly, we interpret our findings in light of work management and the decision making that takes place on different levels of organization. Finally, we pose some open questions that form implications for further research based on our current findings.

5.1 Identified themes

5.1.1 Focus

Our interviewees are sensitive about distractions from their main coding activities. Focus represents targeted needs fulfilled by the minimum set of tools and actions.

Simple tools. The interviewees described situations where their teams have experimented with different tools as part of their collaboration process, but are either considering or have decided on using few and simple ones, aligning their collaboration process with GitHub’s functionality. Their view has shown that as long as the development and committing process is clear and adhered to, they do not recognize a need to use multiple tools and they have a preference towards configurations that integrate functionality in a single location. GitHub offers them a number of workflow variations, owing to Git’s branching and merging rules for managing the codebase, incoming contributions, and releases. Bug reports and feature requests are handled through simple issue tracker tools while communication is sufficiently carried out in IM chat clients and/or chatrooms.

The simplicity of the tools does not appear to compromise the teams’ ability to maintain awareness of the work that is carried out and using that as a mediator for coordination needs. Gutwin et al. [18] similarly observed that the use of simple, visible, text communication was adequate in enabling developers of OSS projects to maintain good awareness of other developers’ activities, a finding that seems to also cover progress awareness, as evident in our case. Although in [18] work artifacts were not represented in the communication system, our interviewees consciously choose to use communication tools that integrate with GitHub (such as Campfire, which was the most frequent example) and allow for events such as merges, commits etc to appear as incoming messages. This highlights an attempt to adopt communication principles from the OSS environment to teams developing commercial software as well.

Focused interaction. All programmers in our study have shown affinity to communication that is focused around a specific concern, activity, or artifact. They are frugal when
it comes to coordination activities that don’t serve a specific purpose at hand, and most reported negative experiences with general purpose meetings, even more so with colleagues or teams outside the development team. GitHub is regarded as a good venue for code-centric, focused communication that is asynchronous and unobtrusive, especially through commenting on any type of artifact. At the same time, the option of having real-time communication or discussions that are documented is open through the use of chat or mailing lists. GitHub acts as the place of record for all code-related communication, as well as the results of discussion that has taken place elsewhere.

GitHub highlights when there is need to coordinate activities between members. The tagging functionality alerts developers when they have been mentioned in connection to an issue or commit, drawing their attention when necessary to act upon something. The submission of pull requests signals the need for a developer to review the code and merge it. The fork & pull model is therefore utilized in a stigmergic manner [2] similar to that observed in OSS projects, by generating traces of activity that inform other developers’ work and minimize, as well as focus, coordination needs.

5.1.2 Independence

Interviewees appreciate Independence as the de-coupling of their work from others’, which allows them to self-organize. **Decentralized work.** The use of decentralized version control allows developers to work independently, which was the most frequently cited reason our interviewees and their teams decided to use Git or GitHub, as well as the major benefit they have experienced from doing so. The capability of having their own local copy of the repository allows them to work on changes, fixes, or features on their own, without being restricted by someone else’s work or having to be necessarily connected to a network to do so. Unblocking each developer’s work from the obligation to wait for others’ commits or to checkout the latest version (as is the case with centralized versioning), means that the speed of development is maximized. This freedom is again reminiscent of OSS projects where developers are strongly independent in their contribution behaviour.

A key factor to the independence of team members’ work is the visibility of activity. Dabbish et al. [13, 14] highlighted the transparency of the workspace as the major driver for observing information rather than obtaining it through communication, in much a similar way to the principle of stigmergy [2]. Transparency helps support independence of development by supplementing decentralized work with the clear picture of the project that is necessary for individual development effort to not be redundant or duplicated.

**Low need for management.** All interviewees shy away from rigid management or team structure and favour self-organization when it comes to selecting what to work on and how to proceed with development. At the same time, a clear, concise, and well-known workflow and development process is recognized as essential. Having a process but also the freedom to self-organize allows developers a level of independence and keeps them motivated, similar to OSS projects where the role of management is usually low. The interviewees that were team leads or CTOs also confirmed that it is their goal that management is as light as possible and that it takes more the form of a source of support for developers when they run into problems, rather than deciding what they should work on, when, or how. Those with managerial responsibilities said that their major goal is to make developers happy and try to recreate the feeling of working on something they like with their friends (“a developer’s wonderland”) which is the best motivation for them, much stronger than deadlines or metrics.

Developers do recognize the need for management to monitor progress of the activities in the project and to make estimations on its completion. A desirable state reported by the interviewees was one where at least one member of the management or business team is educated in using GitHub, so that they can enter requests and/or track the status of development without creating communication or coordination overhead.

5.1.3 Exposure

Given the interviewees’ strong interest in collaboration, Exposure allows them to easily share work with others and pushes them to produce better code.

**Easy contribution process.** Git and GitHub provide developers with an easy way to contribute to a codebase. OSS projects are highly discoverable because of GitHub’s wide use and mostly first place in search engine results. Once discovered, all project content is highly visible and its progress is reflected in the issue tracker, commits, etc. Developers can then proceed to fork a project, work on it locally, and submit a pull request with their changes, a process that has been recognized as lowering the barriers to contributing [22].

For commercial projects as reported in our study, the same case of use benefits the work taking place in public repositories, where external contributions can range from correcting a typo in a wiki page to contributing a patch or commenting. This maximizes the exposure that the organization and the commercial project can receive while it capitalizes on commits that come from developers outside the team.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code-centric collaboration practice</th>
<th>Collaboration element effect</th>
<th>GitHub enabler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent development</td>
<td>Minimized coordination needs</td>
<td>Forking repositories and branching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear, concise process of committing</td>
<td>Minimized coordination needs</td>
<td>git flow (also mentioned as GitHub workflow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible progress and status</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Timeline, notifications, integration with chat client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code reviews</td>
<td>Highlighted coordination needs</td>
<td>Pull requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code-centric communication</td>
<td>Targeted communication</td>
<td>Comments on commits, issues, and pull requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-organization</td>
<td>Task Division</td>
<td>Public issue tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic testing and deployment</td>
<td>Conflict Resolution</td>
<td>Service hooks in corresponding tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Code-centric collaboration practices supporting collaboration elements through GitHub
Peer pressure. Due to the exposure and visibility offered through GitHub, developers, although inclined to contribute more, are more conscious of the quality of the code they submit. Interviewees contributing to OSS projects reported that in many cases they will have their code in a private repository for some time working on improvements before they make it public. In commercial projects, developers are also more careful because there is more visible ownership of code, much like in OSS projects, and it is easy to detect when someone commits code that introduces a bug or is of low quality. Along those lines, teams also adopt the practice of smaller, more frequent commits, as mentioned earlier. It is, therefore, possible that this visibility indirectly results in higher quality software being produced as also observed in [13].

In Section 4 we observed how teams of developers use GitLab and TFS in practice and the related benefits they have experienced. The practices and workflow they follow revealed a shifted collaboration perspective, with the identified themes above representing the principles on which it operates. Below we interpret how and why these principles work, looking at conditions of the collaborative environment.

5.2 How do DVCS-based workflows support collaboration?

The code-centric perspective our interviewees have expressed targets the code of collaboration. To developers, collaboration is equivalent to managing independent contributions to the common whole. While individual contributions are to be worked on in a decentralized, independent way, a workflow consisting of clear and concise steps to accept, review, and integrate them is crucial to contribution management. This de-coupled sense of collaboration appears to result in a collaborative behaviour that benefits the elements of collaboration.

Instead of spending effort in maintaining awareness of every developer’s actions or all changes made, to ensure that the subset they need to be aware of is covered, our interviewees opt for awareness of the project’s progress and status through visibility. In such a transparent environment [14], developers can follow the information they deem relevant, without communication overhead or management, and in an unobtrusive manner. To maintain this visible state, however, all team members are individually responsible for signalling the status of their work.

In a workflow that supports decentralized work, coordination needs are minimized and focused on merges, as points requiring joint action. Lower coordination needs also require less communication as the vehicle. This does not mean that the team loses information flow or rapport between its members. Communication is code-centric and focused on specific artifacts, and is archived to provide record of decisions and solutions. The benefit is communication and coordination that is smooth and efficient because it is targeted.

The decentralized workflow principles allow conflicts to be spotted at code review before merging or handled automatically through testing and continuous integration environments. This transforms conflict resolution from a group concern to an individual task that is picked up when the process followed highlights the need to do so. Due to self-assignment and ownership of tasks, the code changes needed to resolve conflicts are by default the responsibility of the original developer. Self-assignment based on expertise optimizes the collective performance of the group, since members work on tasks or fix bugs in a way that capitalizes on their skills. The support for each collaboration element is summarized in Table 3, answering our research question.

The combination of a workflow as a structured process for the team, and maintaining awareness through visibility, agrees with the concept of continuous coordination [25], a paradigm under which work practices are both structured and flexible. Structure is translated into a specified protocol for managing code changes and providing synchronization checkpoints of independent work. Flexibility builds on transparency of work, enabling self-organization. Although continuous coordination is assumed to be served by sophisticated tools [28], our evidence suggests that the principles of continuous coordination can be achieved by the use of much simpler tools, urging us to rethink their contribution relative to the power of process.

The application of the principles we identified for viewing and practicing collaboration appears to simplify the collaboration process. This is an important effect when we consider how expensive it is (in terms of both time and money) to set up teams and experiment with the combination of tools and practices that allow them to collaborate efficiently. The reported evidence points towards the benefits that might be expected if the perspective of collaboration is shifted.

5.3 Decision levels and OSS-like mentality

For the rest of our discussion, we look at the development project or organization as a stratified structure of organizing work and making decisions, similar to the Curtis et al. layered behavioural model [12], adapted as shown in Figure 1. At the basis of this structure is the operational layer, concerned with decisions and tasks that are highly technical in nature and focus on the implementation of solutions. In self-organizing programmer teams the technical decisions can be individual in terms of the best course for problem-solving, but also involve the rest of the team members when it comes to use of specific tools and processes for their collaboration. One level up is the managerial layer, focused on the description of problems and the design of solutions, looking at the project as a whole. The managerial layer is also responsible for decisions that enable the operational layer to function efficiently by having the resources and processes it needs. Depending on the size of the team, company or organization, an additional layer might be in place above the managerial one, concerned with strategic decisions regarding the vision and direction of the team within the organization, or having a more holistic view of the organization and its function and position within a broader corporate environment.

The evidence we have collected comes from developers that are part of the operational level, and concerned with the nuts and bolts of implementing the decisions of the level above them. At the operational level, therefore, we have observed that there is a collaboration perspective at play where work is organized in a way that it can happen independently, yielding benefit in terms of relieving some of the tension that collaborative development teams often experience. These principles of collaboration followed at the operational level are in line with and supported by the choice to use DVCS and GitHub, and influenced by the OSS culture and work organization.

In asking why these principles work, however, we should
consider the following factors:

- At the operational level the nature of the work allows independence and self-organization. Some decisions that belong to the strategic and managerial layers benefit from multiple view points and brainstorming, such as the vision and identity of the organization, the business logic behind the software developed or the value that it will provide to the client. These decisions also involve expertise that is not part of the developers’ skill set. Tasks at the operational level are highly modular and developers further break them into issues that are clearly defined, are entered in the GitHub issue tracker and can be picked up by members of the team.

- At the operational level members are familiar with the idea of working this way and share the mentality behind it. The principles of the code-centric perspective of collaboration are heavily influenced by the way work is organized and carried out in OSS projects, with which our interviewees have a lot of experience. As OSS developers themselves, they are self-driven and they share the mentality of self-organizing, minimizing communication and coordination needs, having ownership of code, and operating on a meritocratic, expertise-based model [16].

The cases of interviewees with a managerial role confirmed the benefits and the shifted perspective. These were, however, managers that are also programmers, using GitHub to contribute code as well as to maintain a holistic view of the project’s status and progress for managing resources, and supporting the development team. The challenges happening in interaction with management, mentioned in Section 4.4, are cases of managers that are not GitHub users. However, the challenges may not be owing to the lack of GitHub use, but to the difference in mentality and perspective of collaboration that the two groups/levels have. On the operational level, programmers’ sources of inspiration are DVCS, supporting decentralized work, and OSS, following practices of self-organization, environments that are usually not relatable to members of the managerial or strategic levels.

Studies have previously looked into the processes that have proven effective for OSS projects and how these could be implemented and benefit traditional organizations. Sharma et al. [30] examined OSS projects based on a framework of structure, process and culture. Their proposal was the creation of a hybrid-oss environment in the organization that functions on technical professionalism, self-governance, community building, and trust. More recently, Riehle et al. [26] contrasted the OSS principles of meritocracy and self-organization to closed source software principles of rewarding status rather than merit, and imposing process. Their suggestion was that the software industry should capitalize on the OSS paradigm to bring benefits of internal open collaboration. They proposed channelling effort towards having motivated contributors, allowing them the room for volunteer action, and promoting better quality through quasi-public scrutiny.

Our study brings evidence on how the OSS paradigm of work is currently utilized in a commercial setting, and what are the potential benefits. Given that we arrived at this by observing the use of specific tools and the realization that these observations apply on one level of development work, below we pose some questions about the transferability and adoptability of our findings beyond the environment in which we have observed them.

5.4 Implications for future work

Building on our findings we have seen that at the operational level of development applying a code-centric perspective of collaboration, based on OSS principles of organizing and managing work, helps deal with some well-known collaborative difficulties. However, different parts of the development cycle or levels of decision making might have different communication and information requirements. We, therefore, use the understanding gained from discovering how teams on the operational level use GitHub, the OSS paradigm of work, and think about collaboration, to pose further questions.

a. What are the factors that make this paradigm be used successfully? We have identified some that are closely tied to development tools and environments, but more research is needed to see if there are others, by taking a more holistic view of development activities.

b. Are the principles behind code-centric collaboration transferable to other levels?

i. could an expertise-focused model that encourages independent work and self-organization, provide the same benefit there?

Decisions made on the managerial and strategic decision levels are further away from implementation and involve more creativity and abstraction. Such activities usually benefit from brainstorming and discussing ideas, which would seem to run against the principles of members working in isolation. The advantages and disadvantages of using this model for organizing work need to be investigated.

ii. does the application of those principles hinge on the use of specific tools? Could (should) GitHub integrate with other artifact management systems used in other levels?

Many of the interviewees reported challenges with getting non-technical members to adopt GitHub. Does that mean that if the tool cannot be adopted neither can the perspective of collaboration on which it operates? Is there room for tools used on other levels?
to integrate with GitHub as a means of reaping some of the rewards experienced at the operational level?

iii. how would managerial activities be affected if this model of work would be adopted on all levels? What would be the potential trade-offs?

Central to the code-centric perspective of collaboration is the notion of team members focusing on tasks that utilize their expertise, while trusting others to do the same independently. The same can work for higher levels if management is willing to adopt it as a view point, applying the principles not only horizontally, within the same level, but also vertically, in interactions between levels. Horizontal application would mean that the members of the managerial and strategic levels focus on the tasks that utilize their expertise, while separating their concerns from other levels. Vertical application would mean that there is less need for monitoring and control activities. Management’s role would be expected to shift towards supporting the operational level, by following a practice of trust, visibility, and correct recruitment.

iv. Is the perspective driving the tool or vice versa?

Certain technical capabilities enable different forms of organizing individual and collective work and, by extension, the collaboration of team members. In our case, the use of dvcs goes hand-in-hand with a high degree of independent work and a different view of collaboration. By the same principle however, it could be argued that the collaborative needs and views of teams change opening the arena for the creation and improvement of tools, such as the imbibing of the oss work mentality that we witnessed. While there is evidence of a relationship, it is difficult to pinpoint which is the driving force, since we see them evolving typically at the same time. An example of the same principle is seen when interpreting Conway’s Law [8], where the presence of a homomorphic relationship between the system and the designing organization does not answer the question of which structure proceeded the other.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a study exploring the use of GitHub by collaborative development teams, in the commercial and oss environment. We reported the mechanisms through which GitHub (building on dvcs capabilities) supports each of the collaboration elements, thus answering our research questions of how it supports collaboration overall. Our evidence (Table 3) shows that the major effects seem to be on minimizing and focusing the need for coordination, supporting GitHub’s aim of promoting “collaboration without upfront coordination”

Our work offers three contributions. First, we have seen how GitHub is used in commercial software projects and companies, by investigating activity that is beyond analyzing public GitHub events. Discovering how teams use GitHub to carry out their collaborative activities revealed their workflow and collaboration with less friction. The teams we have interviewed have formulated work practices around the tools and features available to them, utilizing the visibility of their collaborative environment to progress with their individual work, and minimize the explicit coordination effort by the adoption of pull requests as signals of upcoming synchronization points.

Second, through a systematic qualitative analysis of the interviews we identified the principles behind the benefits: Focus, Independence, and Exposure. The programmers’ code-centric view of collaboration goes in a different direction than the more traditional view of collaboration as joint work but, nevertheless, showed clear signs of benefit associated with it. The inspiration for these principles of independent, self-organized work is strongly related to the oss development environment mentality and the use of dvcs to manage a collaborative codebase.

Abstracting from the code-centric perspective, we took a stratified view of decision making in the development life cycle. The code-centric view is equivalent to a model of organizing work that is expertise-based and enables a separation of concerns between decision layers requiring different expertise. Since the adoption of a decentralized and oss-like work organization model is proving successful and beneficial on the operational level of commercial development projects, we contribute to further research by posing questions to assess its applicability on other decision levels.
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